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from the conventional approach was the decree of August 22, 1914, extending for the duration of the war the prohibition of the sale of liquor previously ordered for the period of the mobilization. This venture into compulsory temperance would seem to have been a personal decision of the tsar, inspired, presumably, by Rasputin. As recently as July 27, the Duma had approved a bill, introduced by the minister of finance Baric, for an increase in the price of vodka. The abolition of the monopoly of spirits eliminated the largest single source of state revenue, an action believed to be unprecedented in the history of any country confronted with a grave emergency. The social effects of prohibition were similar to those in the United States under the Eighteenth Amendment. Prohibition wras but loosely enforced, bootlegging flourished, peasants turned to various forms of home bre\v, and drunkenness was as prevalent as ever. Much of the home-brewed liquor, moreover, was not fit for human consumption, and its use wras detrimental to public health. An unforeseen by-product of prohibition was the substantial savings realized by the peasants which added to their purchasing power, reduced the stimulus to sell grain, and exercised an inflationary pressure on the market.
The elimination of the liquor revenue was but one—although a major one—of the losses suffered by the treasury. Receipts from taxes fell because of enemy occupation of a portion of the territory, curtailment of peacetime activities (foreign trade, non-military railway traffic), and for other reasons, while expenditure increased by leaps and bounds. In 1914-1917 some 5,000 million rubles were spent on allowances to the families of service men and over 700 million on refugees. No official estimates of Russian war costs are available; but according to the authoritative computations of M. Dementev they amounted to 1,655 million rubles in 1914, to 8,818 million in 1915, to 14,572 million in 1916, and to 13,603 million in the first eight months of 1917, giving a total of 38,650 million. The rise in tax rates and the new taxes introduced during the war (including the income tax and the war profit tax, both enacted in 1916) were barely sufficient to fill the gap created by the loss of revenue. War expenditure, therefore, was defrayed by borrowing and by the use of the printing press. Between the outbreak of the war and September 1, 1917, the public debt increased by 23,908 million rubles; of this amount 8,071 million were foreign loans secured in part by the transfer to England of a portion of the Russian gold reserve. Convertibility of paper rubles into gold

